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THE SAINTLY REVIEW
The Saintly Review is a publication of Emmanuel
College's "Editing and Publishing a Literary
Magazine" course and an affiliate of the
Emmanuel College English Department. The
course aims to critically analyze the literary
magazine as a genre and to develop students'
knowledge of and skill in the field of publishing.
Students are involved in the collection and
selection of submissions, development of the
overall content of The Saintly Review through
editing, and distribution among the Emmanuel
community. Ultimately, the course provides
students with the basic skills and experience
necessary for the production of a literary
magazine and will be formed and informed by
its mission: to nurture and publish outstanding
student, staff, and faculty literary fiction,
nonfiction, poetry, and visual art, to foster the
professional development of editors, writers,
poets, and artists, and to enrich the Emmanu~l
College community by publishing a
·
professional-quality literary magazine each fall.
The Saintly Review also aims to align itself with
the mission of the college: to educate students in
a dynamic learning community rooted in the
liberal arts and sciences and shaped by strong
ethical values, a commitment to social justice
and service, the Catholic intellectual tradition
and the global mission of the Sisters of Notre
Dame de N amur. The Saintly Review invites
work from all facets of the Emmanuel
community.
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NOVEMBER
Our spangled parchment, dripping wet,
swells and expands, then dissolves.
We've done it now.
A yawning wound where our nose was.
A shaky, inky wielding hand
carelessly smacking paper.
And still surely we go.
Pricking our thumbs and pressing in
a wicked pact.
Pinwheels and minds spinning,
we doodle circles in pink around names on lined
paper,
playing MASH with wraiths:
Illegal
Illicit
Unfit
As all the words
so stuffed full,
unpardoned, uneaten,
palindromic now,
we toss onto the fire.
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"I am a Woman of Color"
by Tatiana Dalice
acrylic on canvas
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THE CARDINAL'S FLIGHT
by Eimile Bowden

I shoved another lasagna into the fridge;
and sacrificed the tuna casserole from Mrs.
Quinn to make room. I must have half of the
neighborhood's kitchenware in this refrigerator
by now, and if I see another piece of floral
ovenware I'm going to light myself on fire. I
force the refrigerator door shut, and hear the
various pans and plates shift in response.
Grabbing a cardboard box that is already
overflowing with useless trinkets, I strip the
outside of the refrigerator of its clutter. I toss
yellowed newspaper clippings of movie times
and magnets from tourist shops that she visited
on her bus trips into a trash bag. After serious
contemplation, I decide to save the collection of
beautiful but bland Christmas cards and they
join the miniature picture frames and stationary
in the box. I survey the room, I've made it look
as unwelcoming as it felt. Now a family of four
with a dog named Buddy can move in and
decorate the walls with handprint turkeys and
color coordinated art from a home furnishings
store. I drag another box of pictures from the
counter, and shuffle outside to my car. Nothing
like posed family portraits and mandatory
school pictures to make you look like a good
mother. I rearrange a box of her half-finished art
projects that jimmy insisted on keeping to
accommodate the pictures. I force the door shut
and turn to look at my last task with utter dread.
The O'Malley family garden awaits. It's
less of a garden and more of a series of plants
that happen to live near each other, but it
deserves to be fumigated like everything else. I
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find a spare trash bag and scissors in the glove
compartment and trudge through the slush to
the patch of frozen foliage that rests between the
two front doors. I start uprooting the garden and
face no resistance. Most of the half dead plants
give up easily, they don't have roots securing
them to the ground. I stuff the bag with frost
covered leaves, pieces of weeds, and rusty
forgotten gardening tools.
Pulling at what must be the wisteria, I
realize that an invasive plant that has been here
for most of my life is not going to leave easily. I
hack at the stubborn vines with scissors, but
they're not strong enough on their own. I curl
my fingers around a few pieces and start pulling
the weed-like creature away from the shingles it
covered. Leaves and vines poke out from under
each crack in the paneling; the wisteria had
managed to entangle itself in every vacant spot
possible. I pull at the side of the house, and my
chapped hands yell in protest. My knuckles are
bright red and cracked, blood peeks through
asking me to stop fighting at the stubborn wall.
A sudden scream that gouges my throat escapes
my body as I tear at the vines. My throat is on
fire and I allow my agonizing vocal release to
pour out of my frigid body. Branches begin to
fall and I wrench at the remains. Tears fill my
eyes and sting my numb cheeks; my hands
release instinctively.
My knees weaken from exhaustion and I
allow my body to collapse onto the front lawn. I
am covered in a comforting thin layer of soil and
I let myself sink into the ground. A cardinal
flees its tree and cuts across the sky. That bird is
free. She is free, free, free.
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DALE
by Hannah Dean
is not a hitchhiker,
because I know him,
everyone knows him
and the green jacket with duct tape on the
e lbows,
t he orange hunting toque
p ulled down over red ears,
t he sideburn scruff and the fingerless gloves
an d his thumb.
A ll he wants are groceries and
con v ersation
an d maybe a ride into town
if that's okay,
because his bike
w ith the banana seat and wire basket,
ru st y spokes and wobbly tires,
an d w orn tread
ts g one.
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RE: TREES
by Seth Garcia
After Charlie Smith

There's a tree for every occasion, grown out
from the mind's
concrete. Specifics fading in the forest of trees,
trees of all walks
of life, my life, our life, trees of Life like a
predictable movie,
trees carved with the declarations of love warped
by time,
love abandoned and made bantam, love refracted
in the prism of identity, the unusual way it
augments itself
amongst the frondescence of trees, trees half~
dead
to the left, trees bottom~rotten and felled.
Massive ringed coin of tree mounted to the
museum wall,
gnarled stump of the tree in my former boss's
living room,
the one hibernating wasps emerged from in the
spring
in the manner of saplings or early scapes.
Trees integrated and manicured in the
arboretum,
the Chinese paperback maple like a copper
kettle,
the soft virginal flowers of northern catalpa,
the red birch I fell in love with, the truncated
redwoods we gathered friends and strangers
under
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to test our material, the cork my estranged
friend
loved above all others.
I could diagram my life's steps
in the forked design of a tree,
one path taken
along its zagged fissures while
the other exists off
somewhere
else
still connected at the estrangement.

The old man of the andes that sat in my
windowsill
for years until someone set its wool afire,
or the apple tree I planted when I was five
which never bore fruit
and the willow I planted for my younger brother
which has outgrown it.
Trees my mother would not let me climb,
coming out the front door to scream
cooly
not another foot,
disobedience in trees,
trees I have seen off in the distance
like some religious calling.
There's the pink blossom of rhododendron
or the flowering K wanzan
Cherry tree my brother is buried under, the one
w hich pink-lit my room every morning
from the outside.
A nd here E- returns to mind against all odds,
h er
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recurrence like the tattered cloth of light
preserved
in my memory, that light shining through the
cherry
trees at Ringer, the ones we postponed our lives
under
while I fantasized about her hands,
the pointed bolts
of a frame, the way she let slip her plans
for a life of love-constructed significance! convinced myself of an assigned role.
It's not hard to build a false reality, construct
a life from the bark of the mendacious and
opportune:
the kumquat in California I stole from
to stay alive, trees trestled and restyled to best
fit
the convenient truth.

Trees like a slave race, trees I've witnessed :
uprooted
and sold for their potential heat, flat processedcorpse
tree this poem is printed upon.
Trees used to exact every manner of cruelty,
weapons and the instruments of torture, the
decades my fellow countrymen heinously
lynched
blacks from trees.
Black ribbons tied around trees in the
silent

Aokigahara. There's the self-murderous
Seventh Circle of the Inferno trees transmuted
from human form to be consumed by harpies.
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There's the legend of Hyperion or
the whole forest grown over
that ancient single Mycelium
I keep hearing about from cursory internet
perusers astounded by the centuries
life contains the capacity for.
Folkloric trees and forests where the
annihilation of life
s ilently glides amongst the stygian
canopy of trees.
T here's trees yet to be born, fossilized
trees made into fashionable coffee tables,
receptacle planes
fo r decorative home magazines and votives,
a mber formed by time in the factories of trees
in to jewels as the earth does diamonds from
ca rbon,
v a rious degrees of distributed products
tr ansfigured
from trees-rubber and maple
and staggering varieties of fruit.
I could speak of this, the fruit, acerbic and
clo y ing
an d near-miraculous, as if it were sincerely
pos sible
to interrupt the terrestrial, to break through the
dark and sure
ea rth and forever depart the mundane, as if
eve r y thing
held an intention.
Trees bent haggard under cold weather, awaiting
thei r staggering reemergence, the intrinsic
knowhow of trees after months
of apparent death, trees ravaged with
fun gus, invasive vines strangling trees.
13

The mall of beech trees I took my first love
to in the middle of the night,
or the single ancient beech which stands just off
Main Street, the one they encircled with a cheap
Tex-Mex
cantina bar, where between May and November
tourists
sip under-frozen mango margaritas out of plastic
cups.
She told me I had taken her
there, once, in a dream, though I never had. And
then the dream she relayed me-we were trying
to transplant a tree that had turned pale. We dug
into the dirt by its roots and found a cave of water
there. And the tree was just sort of suspended like
that ...
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WE WERE SO CLOSE
by John Sisinni
Look at that screen.
Look at the pulsing light, the flashing
combination of red, blue, and green light woven
in infinite combinations of colorful and
expansive light.
Electrons shoot out of the electron gun,
down that cathode ray
tub, (or they used to be cathode ray tubes, I can't
speak for these new LEDs, LCDs, 4K, PCPs,
DVDs,
MP3s,
NYCs,
MSNBC,
TCBY
doohickeys), smashing into the Phosphorus
screen, lighting and shading each and every
pixel, projecting images of beauty upon lines and
columns of pixelized perfection.
What ingenuity! What
brilliance! What technology! I can see the
world,
carry
myself over
oceans,
over
mountaintops, deep under ground, or into the
final frontier of space! The world is my oyster,
the Universe is in the palm of my hand! I can
see! I can understand! I can connect!
Wait, like, Kim's hugging a koala bear! OMG!
Everyone shut up!
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Urban Afterglow Series
by Brenna Gilmore
photography

#I
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Urban Afterglow Series
by Brenna Gilmore
photography

#2
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SURVIVAL
by Kayla Lantos
the city rats, plump and grotesque
start to look like the people
rotund rumps, ravenous
slumps, scurrying from sludge
to shining oil-slick,
scattering disease debris
stuffing cheek-pockets with
cheddar cheese, capture these
creatures, in laboratories,
they've been known to run laps
through arbitrary labyrinths
for a crumb.
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EVERY WHOLE, A BODY
by Seth Garcia

As we scaled the mountain
in the burra, the engine giving out and spiting
beneath us, I thought I saw it
forming-first trace of the partition
forgone in the corner of your looking.
When I climbed the cliffside, watched
as you hung back for a step in the stone
base of an abandoned home, nothing remaining
save the graffiti'd hearth and a rusted bedframe
like charrings of a murderous occurrence, I saw
it
again at the blackened base
of your handprinted neck-the contradictions
and sworn off affections. I didn't notice
the wine packed under the seat like a hook
caught
on the eyelid, the moon which would crown
the mountain, recede the shadows
,
along the canyon below. What all this would
do-wreck and drop
us to its kingdom's depths.
How like a spirit you must have seemed
to the few who stumbled upon you there,
squatting
amongst the ruins with your unkempt hair,
picking acorns, your insides flayed
from surgery's uninterested removal.
But it's here, now, at how's arrival I cannot
recall
the brainy miles endured to be naked
at your side in this truckbed, alone, the sky long
stnce
silenced of its striations,
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the blood warm across our hands and groins,
blanket
against the desert's precool night.
Regenerately, love
waxes, amaranthine
with indifference. Looking down,
my dull cobalt bloom of stain, I think
of the unimaginable, places I have known
others to have been but have not, could not, travel
myself-sterile rooms and the acerbic stink
of anesthesia-recalling each time you doubled
over, middlegrabbed and screwed of face, your body still
scraped
raw and reacting. It was his child
for whom your crests of pain
mourned, not the sedation, loss
the size of rice, but the six-week- five-days'
carrying
of secrecy, how thin you had become, incapable
of eating, nauseated
~
to the teeth and unable to speak
of it, what he swore of his hands
if this were to happen. How familiar
you feel, here, interchanging
the words abuse and love to his defense
in my arms. I almost speak of it
now, love's unmalleable mortar, the enduring
altar at which sink my remontant adulterations.
Of the undeniable-the half-sweet hale
of addiction, wild promises opening like legs in a
saddle, unkept
with intention, sugary betrayals ripened on the
sill
like fruit-love pours out
its recalcitrant foundation.
When all this calcifies, before the falsities
and don'ts-chains erected of his neglect,
20

material
I have used repeatedly like gunpowder-before
the skin cleaned
of color, tongue-bit like a fixation, imagining
a kicked-in rib, a slit in the body hemorrhaging
regret, after you have again returned
to him refusing the distance's admittance, what
I would to retake it, to snap the curtain up to the
window
and enclose ourselves within its buoyancy.
But I speak of nothing-perhaps instead point
out a star
or two, the sound of a flock's flight of winglove shed by the headlights balking their hazy
progression
across the cliffside and eventually upon our
path, arriving
at the conclusion of no conclusion
at all; its pathetic and proud denial that it
remains all
but unremarkable, each player readily skipping
off
the cliff defiantly swinging their featherstropped arms,
unlooking down no bulwark but still
eagerly the splint.
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SHIPWRECK ROCK
by Brittany Shear

"Excuse me, mister," squeaked an
innocent voice from behind Jim's left hip. He
turned to see a young boy of no more than ten
poised behind him, a neon green RC boat
cradled in his scrawny freckled arms. Tousled
blonde locks fell in careless spirals around the
boy's face and hung over his eager blue eyes. His
lips were curled into a shy smile that revealed a
gap where his front left tooth should be. Jim
mumbled a low apology and edged over slightly,
making enough room for the boy to approach
the second volunteer at the check-in table. He
eagerly bounced at Jim's hip while the attendee
registered the sleek boat.
"Are you registering your daughter or
your son, sir?" His attention snapped back to the
attendee sitting before him. She was smiling
with the gentle friendliness that only people
from small towns seem to have. Jim's brow
furrowed in annoyance.
"My son? No, I'm registering myself."
Her lips drew together disapprovingly. She
paused, narrow eyes looking him up and down
before she loosened her gaze, shrugged, and
asked his name. After taking down the rest of
his information, she handed Jim a small white
sticker with the number eight printed on it.
"Put this on the right side of your boat.
Head up to the edge of the water, the race will
begin in about fifteen minutes. Good luck." Jim
gave an appreciative nod and turned to walk up
the steep grassy knoll that led to Lake Cassidy.
With each step, the lake grew wider until he
finally reached the top, where the clear blue
22

water spread like a fan before him. Little had
changed in the past twenty-five years. The body
of the lake was still framed by tall oak trees,
whose long branches stretched and twisted out
over the open water. Though the Kinderhook
police had since cut it in half, the tattered rope
Jim used to jump from still dangled from the
tallest tree on the opposite bank.
"Now remember, today is not about
winning or losing, Caleb. It's about having a
good time and continuing the Kinderhook
tradition," echoed a soothing deep voice that was
suddenly behind Jim. He cast a glance over his
left shoulder and caught a glimpse of the same
curly head from the check-in table bobbing
towards the shore. A man that seemed about
Jim's age had one hand rested on Caleb's
shoulder while the other gestured to the sky in
emphasis. Caleb nodded along with his father's
words. They lined up on the shore to Jim's left
and began to look over their boat. Jim cast his
eyes back to the water. He didn't have to search
to know where Shipwreck Rock was. It sat right
in the middle of the water - about halfway
between the shore and the bobbing red and
white buoys that marked the finish line. Its
rugged edges jutted out of the water, cutting the
gentle waves that flowed into it. It didn't look
like much, as it only briefly breached the
surface, but it was dangerous. Shipwreck Rock
was an underwater giant.
The memories flooded back as he looked
at it. After begging his father every single year
since he learned to speak, Jim's wish finally
came true on his eleventh birthday. He could
still recall the way his father's stern voice had
electrified his small body, filling it with
uncontrollable excitement.
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·' rsr Place" were printed on its shining face in a
w ide looping cursive. The glimmering circle
g rew smaller and smaller as Jim's father backed
o u t of the parking space and headed home, silent
ro r the rest of the ride.
The mayor's shrill voice suddenly
b o omed through her megaphone to Jim's right,
p ulling him back into the present.
"Competitors, please place your boats in
h e water." She lowered the megaphone and
g rinned at the line of racers along the shore. Jim
d ropped his boat in the lake and began gently
tw isting the joysticks to warm it up. He glanced
o v er to the left where Caleb's boat was turning
in small circles. Electric blue flames shot across
e ach side, contrasting the rest of the boat's neon
g reen coloring. It was the kind of boat that Jim
w ould never have been able to afford with his
a llowance, even if he saved for years. He wasn't
w orried, though, as his loss had granted him one
p riceless piece of information: Jim knew exactly
h ow far to the right he had to steer to avoid
S hipwreck Rock.
,
The mayor began to count down. "3 ... 2 ... r,
GO!" Her eager voice rang through the
megaphone and reverberated across the water.
J im's finger jammed down the plastic black
t rigger and his boat went flying out across the
w ater. It zoomed past all the competitors on his
right, vigorously cutting through the water, but
Caleb edged past him on the left. The knuckle
on Jim's index finger was white from pushing
the trigger down as far as it would go, but he
could not gain any ground on the boy's boat. Jim
stayed ahead of the other competitors, but
Caleb's neon blur kept accelerating, lengthening
the gap between the two boats. Every muscle of
Jim's lanky body was rigidly tense. His large
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hands clutched the controller tightly, as if
securing it within them would somehow push
his boat further ahead.
Suddenly, as Jim mumbled a string of
expletives under his breath, Caleb's neon boat
came to a screeching halt. The gears of the
propeller screamed as they scraped against hard
rock, grinding the boat to a sharp stop. Jim
watched the scene unfold while his boat trailed a
few seconds behind. From his position, there
was enough space between the two boats for Jim
to swerve his over and knock Caleb's loose. He
glanced to his left. Caleb was frantically moving
his joystick around while his father tried to give
him direction. Jim's thumb hovered over his
own joystick, twitching slightly towards the left
before pushing forcefully forward. Jim's boat
flew towards the finish buoys, splashing water
onto Caleb's shipwreck as he passed. An
impossibly wide smile began to spread across his
cheeks as his boat broke the imaginary line
between the two buoys. Jim continued to smile
as the competitors and their families fixed their
harsh stares on him and neglected to clap.
After all the boats apart from Caleb's had
crossed the finish line, Mayor Deming made her
way from the MC table over to Jim with none of
her usual charm or grandeur. Over her
approaching shoulder, Jim caught a glimpse of
Caleb. Just as Jim had been years earlier, he was
staring dejectedly out across the water,
undoubtedly wondering how he was going to
retrieve his boat. While he had been standing
alone, however, the Caleb's father was on his
knees at his side, whispering into his ear while
his fingers tousled his wild locks. Though he
couldn't hear the father's exact words, Jim
imagined they involved him telling his son how
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proud he was.
Now standing directly beforejim, Mayor
Deming cleared her throat.
"The winner of the 43rd Annual Lake
Cassidy Boat Race is entry number eight, Jim,"
she dully announced to the small crowd of
children, families, and local volunteers. Instead
of placing it around the winner's neck as she
always did, the mayor unceremoniously
thrusted the small golden medal towards Jim.
" rst Place" was written in the exact cursive font
that Jim pictured it would be, but he couldn't
pull his gaze away from the scene before him to
notice. As he took the cool metal in his hand, he
watched the father pull the boy into his arms.
He still couldn't hear the words, but knew from
the shape of the father's lips that he had
whispered "I love you."
Jim looked down. The medal had been
small when slung around the little girl's neck,
but it seemed miniscule in Jim's large palm. As
he hung it from his neck, Mayor Deming gave
him a disapproving glare. She plastered on a
smile and turned back to the crowd to deliver a
closing address that Jim did not hear. His gaze
was still fixated on Caleb and his father. After
watching their embrace for a few moments, Jim
turned to face the water. He steered his boat
back towards the lake shore, once again passing
by Shipwreck Rock and its latest victim, and
pulled it out of the lake. Water dripped off of it,
leaving dark trails down jim's shirt and pants,
but he didn't notice. He strode along the shore,
heading towards Caleb. The young boy turned
towards him as he approached. All the
excitement had drained out of his wide blue
eyes, tears taking its place. His father stood as
Jim reached them, glaring at him. The pair
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waited in anticipation as Jim stopped before
them and smirked.
"Hey kid, there's always next year." He
turned before either of them could respond and
descended the grassy knoll that led back down to
the parking lot. With each step, his meager gold
medal swung from side to side, and Jim's grin
grew even wider.
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M EMORIALIZED
by Kody Martin

Kids got high by the feet of a bronze angel
every night after the lights were killed.
Jon and I watched.
We'd pack a bowl and stand away
by the Muddy River,
blowing smoke at the mallard ducks.
They huddled together, hushed.
Kids tossed roaches to the
pavement, snuffing with rubber
soles, suppressing coughs.
Jon packed another, keef-tight.
Grey-grass stood between us and
the twenty-eight columned
stone name-wall.
I tried to remember one.
Private Hayes? Jon nudged my arm with
cherried glass. I turned down the hit,
eyeing silhouettes on granite steps,
lighter-clicks exposing
orange ghosts, cloud under
her wings, flapping in water.
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PISTOL PETE'S STICK-UP
by Kody Martin

Red covers the linoleum floor once
the blade ssiht-ssiht- ssihts three fingers
quick off the deli-man's left hand.
Pinky, ring, and middle lay on top
of half a pound of thick-slicedrare- Italian- roast-beef. He falls hard
despite his slip-resistant sneakers,
soiling his white khakis. He stands up,
arm raised, pointing at the customers,
screaming, Where's my wedding band?
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A

SMALL CONFESSION
by john Sisinni

I once gave my mom a glass of red wine vinegar,
and told her it was cranberry juice. I feel simply
awful for this, but what makes me feel even
worse, is that she didn't notice.
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THE LOOK IN HER EYES
by Susanna Noe

I can see her searching every time she
looks into my eyes. Looking for something,
anything, to help her try and match a name with
the face. She sometimes calls me "Georgie" and
I play along. At first I would try to remind her
that I was her son, Tommy, but she just loves to
talk about how we used to feed the ducks
together and go to the store for peanut butter
because the jar was always empty. Pop used to
take care of her before he was diagnosed with
colon cancer at 73· He was functional until
finally it hit him- he was going to die before
Ma- and he began to decline rapidly. When he
died, I admitted her to this nursing home.
"Hey Ma, it's Tommy."
"Georgie, there you are. I woke~ up in this
room all alone. I kept calling your name but you
never came to me. Where were you?"
"I was at the grocery store picking up
peanut butter, dear."
"Oh, how sweet of you. You know I love
my peanut butter and jelly sandwiches."
She reached out to touch my cheek with
her fragile shaky hand, "Oh my Sweets." I
reached up to meet her hand and held it while
she explored my eyes. She squinted at me like
the sun was in her eyes and the ends of her
mouth curled up. She knew I wasn't her Georgie
and I knew it didn't matter who it was, what
mattered were the memories.
When I was with my first girlfriend back
in high school, Jenny, Ma used to always talk
32
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how her and Pop met. Pop said she
Ma and Pop met at a burger joint in
_ -e w ark. She was a waitress on skates and he
-:\- a s somewhat of a greaser. He had gelled back
:: ai r and the curl falling in the middle of his
: re head like John Travolta. He even carried a
~o mb in his pocket. She was the pretty, quiet
:-ype that stayed home on Friday nights
s u d y ing. Her parents were the nameless Polish
im migrants on the block. She was working a
T h ursday afternoon when he and his friends
sh owed up. They sat down, he sweet talked her
int o going on a date the following night and she
e n ded up leaving with his jacket wrapped
a round her shoulders after the drive-in movie.
T hey'd been together ever since.
I come every morning at eight o'clock to
make sure she eats breakfast because when the
n urses try, she starts to scream bloody murder
w hen they approach her with any kind of toast
o r yogurt. On bad days, she'll wake up crying
until I get there and I wrap my arms around her
shrunken body. I shush her while rubbing her
back gently until she calms back down. Then, I
ask her if she feels like having some toast or
eggs. Usually, she smiles with her eyes and lays
back into bed, allowing me to spoon her the
eggs. Other times, she lays back down and falls
back asleep with only the sound of her breathing
to fill the room.
She didn't have a bad day today but she
was definitely exhausted. I helped her into her
bed and had a few minutes. I reached over to
hold her hand and noticed the scar that took up
almost half her palm.
When I was about eight years old, I was
sitting in the kitchen eating my macaroni when
Ma yelped while doing the dishes.
~x a g gerates.
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"Ow! God damn it."
"You okay?" Pop asked from the living
room.
"No, I'm not okay. Nothing is okay."
Her voice cracked on the last word.
She held her hands up to her face,
covering her eyes and began to cry. She slid
down to the floor and my father rushed into the
room and sat down beside her. He wrapped his
arms around her shoulders and squeezed her
close to his body as she wept. Her back started
to shudder and she dug her face into his shirt
muffling her sobs.
"Why us? Why now? I wanted another
one so badly," she mumbled into his arms. He
rubbed her back and shushed her gently, "I
know, I know."
I walked over and put my dish in the sink, "Ma,
I love you."
"I love you too, Sweets." She looked at
me with her ice blue, bloodshot eyes and,
managed a smile. I reached down and put my
arms around her. After she released her grip, I
noticed a cut on her hand- it was almost
gushing. She saw my jaw drop and look down at
the cut that began dripping onto her jeans.
"Oh no, Georgie, will you go grab me
some bandages? There are some under the sink
in the bathroom. Some rubbing alcohol, too."
Pop ran over to the bathroom and
grabbed what she needed. He took one of her
hands and poured the rubbing alcohol onto the
other hand. She winced. The once bloody cut
began turning white and then he wrapped the
gauze around her hand. We went to the St.
Bernard's Hospital and she got six stitches that
day.
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I got to the hospital at 8:15 that night
which was about 15 minutes later than usual. I
talked to Annie, the nurse Ma always screamed
at when she tried to feed her, and she told me
Ma had been taking a nap for a little while now.
I thanked her and continued down the empty
corridor to M a's room to feed her some
homemade meatloaf that my wife cooked for
dinner.
I walked in the room and was hit with a
gust of wind coming in through the window. I
ran to shut it- the clouds were a dark gray. I
reached into the bag and placed the plastic
wrapped meatloaf onto the table. Ma was still
sleeping so I covered her with a blanket and
gently shook her awake, "Ma, Ma, it's time for
dinner." I shook her a little harder, "Come on,
Ma. Wake up, we have to eat some dinner." I
knew she was dreaming about Pop because the
ends of her mouth were curled into a smile. I let
her sleep and enjoy the images behind her eyes.
I sat down in the chair next to the
decaying daisy I had gotten her last week. I
figured it was too late to save so I tossed it in the
trash. I washed my hands in the rusting
bathroom sink and went back to my chair. I
rested the back of my head on the chair and
noticed the paint peeling on the corner of the
room. I thought about scraping and repainting it
for her.
There was too much white in this room.
White sheets, white pillow, white curtains,
white floor. I always leave with a headache. The
only color in the room was the ugly painting on
the wall of lake and tree colored with dark
greens and dark blues.
I tried waking her again, "Ma, it's time to
eat. Wake up."
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Nothing.
I reached for her wrist and didn't feel the
beat. "No, no, no-"
"Hey suga, is everything alright?" Annie
walked in holding a tray of food. She sprinted
over when she saw my face.
"Ma, wake up! Please!"
"Honey, I'm going to have to ask you to
step out of the room for a bit." She reached for
the red button next to the bed.
"No, I can't. I'm the only one she has
left."
"Sweetie, it's time to go."
"I'm not leaving."
"Tommy, leave. We can't do anything
with you in here."
I was pushed out into the hall and paced
back and forth. I leaned up against the wall and
crouched down putting my face into my hands. I
heard a swooshing noise. The janitor was
mopping at the end of the corridor. The blank
walls began to hurt my eyes. Dr. Naji came
running down the hall in his blue scrubs. He ran
into the room and I caught sight of the wooden
rosary hanging out of his pocket.
A eternity later, Dr. Naji emerged from
the room.
"I'm sorry, Tommy." He reached for my
shoulder but I jerked away.
"Can I go in now?"
"For a few minutes but there are things
that need to start being done." I walked past
him, into the room. I strode over the the bed.
Her eyes and her mouth were open. I felt a sharp
pain in the middle of my chest. I began to cry. I
reached out for her small, fragile hand and held
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it. Her eyes were no longer searching. I shut
them.
I left the hospital the early next morning
slouched. I dropped my weight into the driver' s
seat. The clouds were still dark and I felt a
breeze hinting at rain. I drove slowly, passing
tall beautiful trees with their branches and
leaves shaking from the wind. As I continued
home, the sky began to lighten.
I arrived home andjenny came out to the
porch holding our baby girl in her hands. She
was wearing a dress covered in pink daisies and
a matching hat. I took our baby girl into my
hands and she looked into my eyes giggling and
reaching out to my face with her little hands. I
smiled back at her and held her close to my
chest.
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THE NIGHTMARE, A POLITICIAN'S
DREAM
by Kayla Lantos

"in a split second the dream
piles before us mountains as stony
as real life."- Wislawa Szymborska

familiar place;
childhood driveway in the sunshine.
familial faces;
chatting together kind against the pines.
'til we're struck;
blinding bright dwarves the sunlight.
tossed bodies;
curled hurt on gravel fragments, facedown.
only seconds;
time enough for agony, for fear of this
fading out
Alarm clock-- I'm alive. But I don't feel bette ~;
Acquainted with the empty pain of dying
I cannot quell the haunt
of that childhood premonition dream
my bunnies died, and I woke to my scream
echoed in reality.
days, weeks, a month now, I waited
for the halo of my nightmare to appear.
no atom blast yet- just more
blasts to black spines by badges,
spark off a civil war zone. set-back to
fighting for the rights of all to life.
fitting for a poet, to dream in metaphor.
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"So I Can Dream"
by Tim Barber
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lAM
by J anae Rachel

I am that which you seek,
Humble and waiting for all time.
I am the essence of love,
A constant thought in your mind.
I am your hearts desire
And your souls pulse.

I am the missing element,
Of your conscious,
Your spirits inner voice.
I am the arms of compassion, the breath of life.
I am cosmic knowledge,
And the creator of light.
I am truth,
When you think there is none.
I am the source of all wisdom.
I am the illumination in heavens sky,
I am the way that guides your life,
I am the son, who sits on Gods right hand
I am
Jesus
The deliverer
of all men.
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THE SABBATH
by Sam Farquharson

I never asked my sister why
she pressed her hands deeply
into the pew, sweat lubricated
the creases in her palm print
as wood chips penetrated her
skin. She echoed hymns in Latin
I watched the Adam's
apple jump in her throat with
every Amen.

Hail Mary
Knees knocked like a judge's
gavel, her yellow cotton dress
clung to her marshmallow thighs where father
in the mornings before he
put on his work boots
found his kneeling place to pray
her womb his bible,
he is an avid reader.

Full of Grace
Amidst the organ's blow
that vibrated her powder white
frilled socks, the pastor heard
every breath of her homily.
He raised his arm to sprinkle holy
water over her head she
grabbed her pelvis,
sweat trickled down the nape of her
neck to kiss her tailbone.
I watched as he showered her.

Our Lord is with thee
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POSTCARD FROM MIDLIFE
by Lisa Stepanski

The whiteboard in my office is a messy collage
of postcards, penned by former students from
faraway ports.
"Hello from Fiji! I just wanted to drop you a
line from paradise."
"I have fallen in love with Spain."
"I was in Rome during the death of Pope John
Paul 11-a very solemn occasion ... ! was lucky to
be present during such an historical event-the
best part of studying abroad."
"I'm so glad you pushed me to study abroad:
because I'm having the time of my life."
"If it weren't for graduation, I wouldn't come
home."
An English professor for over twentyfive years and my department's study abroad
advisor, I spend hours counseling students about
the joys of living in a foreign country during
college. Most don't need my advice. By the time
we meet, they've chosen a destination and
precisely calculated how to minimize time in the
classroom in order to maximize time for
everything else: climbing the Leaning Tower of
Pisa, surfing the Great Barrier Reef, retracing
Leopold Bloom's steps in Dublin.
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But then there are the reluctant ones. "I
know the experience could be great," the
sophomore said to me, eyeing the brochures on
my desk. "But I've got a job, a scholarship to
maintain and a new boyfriend. And besides,"
she asked plaintively, "what happens after I get
off the plane?"
Prompted by regret, still fresh after
thirty years, at ignoring my dad's prodding to
study in London during my junior year, I
sympathize-and work hard to convince
students like her that she must pack her bags
immediately and go. After all, going abroad is a
step off the usual path to graduation-a risk.
And there are no guarantees what you leave
behind will look or be the same upon return.
Her reluctance was a pointed reminder about the
time in my life when I had the least to lose and
should have been the most daring, I played it
safe and stayed home.
My junior year of college was full of
drama, beginning in September when I arrived
on campus minus the freshman fifteen, the
braces I'd worn since high school, and oversized
red prescription glasses. A sleek braid replaced a
voluminous frizzy perm, marker of high 198os
hair fashion. My transformation was such that
many friends did not recognize me when I
passed them on the Boston College quad-a
surprising and pleasing turn of events.
Adding to the semester's headiness was
my first boyfriend, Art. A peripatetic fellow,
Art spent little time in his dorm room and even
less in class. Together we closed down the
college radio station where he hosted a late night
show, ate gallons of Steve's ice cream, and
racked up miles on my brown 1976 Comet. Our
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longest jaunt, a trip to his Maryland home,
marked the first time I drove out of state
without my parents. Santa Fe was an alternative
spring break destination, but in the end, the
distance proved too daunting.
Perhaps sensing his daughter's first romance
would not be her last, my father persisted in
asking about my travel plans. I ignored him. A
boyfriend was enough to handle. In an era
before cell phones, going abroad was risky. You
could fall off the map into a ravine. Or so I
reasoned. A middle-class suburban girl from
Connecticut, I had little experience with risk. I
finished all my homework. I walked in a
straight line at recess and kept to the right. I
read every assigned book to the very end.
Influenced by the Jane Austen novels I
was reading for class, I also naively believed
romance offered direct passage to marriage,
albeit with some bumpy detours along the way,
similar to the ones Art and I experienced. Going
abroad meant veering off course. I might never ~
come back. Or he might not be there when I
returned.
I never made it to London or any other
foreign city before graduating the following
year. The end of college also marked the end of
my relationship with Art. Soon after, I met the
man I married, entered graduate school, had
kids, carved out a career and a satisfying life.
No regrets there. And Art? He disappeared. In
the years after, if I thought of him at all, it was
only in conversations with students when I
voiced regret about not going abroad, a decision
I conveniently blamed on him and which I've
tried to atone for ever since by traveling
whenever I can. Yet I've never immersed
myself in a foreign culture for an extended stay
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and to this day, I wonder what I missed.
Recently, my best friend and I booked a
trip to San Francisco where we made plans to
meet Art, who had lived there for two decades.
Given that he and I had not seen each other for
thirty years, the meeting was a bit of a risk, a
gesture of atonement made possible by the
magic of Facebook. Over dinner, he and my
friend swopped stories about living abroad after
college. In the years since our split, Art had
hitchhiked across the Northwest Territories to
Alaska, studied Spanish in Ecuador where he
contracted typhoid and nearly died, meandered
across Spain and F ranee, and, like my friend,
spent months in Germany during his twenties.
While they laughed at the ease with which they
headed overseas, I recalled my timidity.
"I'm so jealous." I said. "Back then, I didn't
have the nerve."
Art shrugged. "The hardest part is going," he
replied. "You need a purpose. But once you get
there, the rest is easy."
At evening's end, I teased him,
exclaiming, "I stayed horne because of:you!"
"Ah, but Lisa," he replied, smiling, "you
never asked me to go."
Which, I realized only then, I hadn't. And that
doing so might have been my ticket to a
rollicking semester in London.
Back horne a few weeks later, I met again
with my reluctant sophomore. This time,
however, she was seeking approval for courses
she could take while studying in Italy.
"I think it's doable," she said. "I'm
pretty sure I'll go."
"Trust me," I replied. "The hardest part
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is going. Once you get there, the rest works
itself out. You know what you'll do once you
arrive, right?" She nodded confidently as I
initialed her form.
"Now about that boyfriend. Have you
asked him when he'll be coming to visit?"
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ERASURE
by Jonathan Rowe

The old joints
have walked out like
disillusioned lovers.
Or rather
they were forced out
by your absence.
You remember
the neighborhood
as it once was.
Before the bodega
became a Wholefoods
before luxury condos
occupied the basketball
court, before the botanica
was bulldozed for a private
clinic you couldn't afford.

& passing by new
store fronts erected
over former occupants
time permits no rest
to reminiscence
You image
the neighborhood's
authentic self-muscle cars reverberating
to dance hall & merengue,
old head barbers
crafting fades
& hollerin'
to passing home-boys
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just released or
just getting by,
take-outs luring in
the hungry & homesick;
where the owner carries
seven generations
of family recipes
In her aproned bosom
Because all this
has taken flight
like birds in migration.
& you're left behind,
surrounded by the changes.
A witness to what it was
& what it will become.
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"Snitchin'"

by Oscar Tellez
ink sketch
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THE VISA
by Jonathan Rowe

Week

1: You're at the downtown field office of
US Customs and Immigration Enforcement
Services, the one with plastic seats, dusty ceiling
fans, an LCD TV displaying a close-captioned
CNN broadcast, and a young woman chatting
rapidly in Spanish on her cell phone. Behind a
windowpane, an overweight employee with
yellow, chain-smoker fingers says your
application was approved, and that your HI- B
visa should come in the mail within a week.
Upon leaving, you call the tech company that
recently hired you that you'll complete their
employment contract once the visa arrives. That
night your roommate takes you out to celebrate
but makes you pay for the drinks.

Week

Macy's flyers. A Chase credit card offer.
The field office tells you the visa's been delayed.
They say it should come in a few days. You :
hang up and lie against your stiff, second-hand
mattress, watching water slowly drip from the
ceiling.
2:

Week 3: Best Buy fliers; an insurance plan offer.
The field office says you'll have to wait another
week for the visa because of another delay. Your
father calls and says he can't send you money at
the end of the month because of the war back
home. His voice makes you recall your country's
dysfunctional bureaucracy and how it made you
wait several weeks to get a new passport to
move abroad.

Week 4: Old Navy fliers; a brochure for a Florida
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Keys time-share. You learn your application has
been further delayed and won't arrive for
another one-two weeks. Soon after, the tech
company calls informing you they've decided to
hire another applicant. You hurl your phone
against the wall and spend the rest of the day at
a cheap Syrian restaurant, easing your bitterness
with a falafel and Persian rosewater ice tea.
The next day at a 7-Eleven checkout counter,
you protest that you've been overcharged for
cereal and milk. A pink-faced cashier with a
look that couldn't care less responds, "Either you
pay like everyone else in this country or go."
Abandoning the goods, you kick over a neat
stack of Pepsi and Coca Cola bottles before
storming out the door. Five blocks on, a police
car pulls up alongside you. Two cops exit the
vehicle and ask you to come with them, saying
they were called about your outburst at the]Eleven. When you try and run, one of the
officers tackles you from behind, slamming your
face on the cold, concrete pavement.

Week 5: Your roommate drops by during
custody visiting hours. "You got some mail
yesterday." He says handing you an envelope,
"Looks important." Back in your cell, with the
sunlight departing into evening exile, you tear
the envelope open. A red, white and blue Hx-B
visa card slips out, clattering softly against the
floor. For a while, you consider the visa photo.
Your black and white face is set up against an
American flag background. It stares back at you
distant, almost forlorn.
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FRIDAY
by Kayla Lantos

paper cuts and grease-splatter burns
up and down, up and down
a sore, sorry frame
coffee: three cups of
sleep: eight hours of
Maximum lethargy
with a dose of
Indifference
trudging through trivial
classes, ·papers, shifts, and
conversations
piled three miles high,
steaming, stinking,
and uncompelling.
with a wallet too thin
to keep the lights on.
Gloom in
a city screaming GLAMOUR
just want my bed,
but while I sleep,
a month slips past,
the landlord in my ear,
RENT IS DUE
an alarm clock without the option to
Snooze.
so I choke through the fumes,
to cop a city slumber.
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T HE CHASE CREW
by Tatiana Havens

The Envelope
The part of the aircraft that looks like a balloon. It
has the coating of an ultraviolet inhibitor to help the
patterned fabric withstand the rays of the sun. Also,
defined as the "bag" the balloon is kept protected in
when not in flight.
"Does everyone have sunscreen on, and
who needs bug spray? I made my own out of
witch hazel in a purple squirt bottle in the cup
holder of my car! Feel free to take it as you
need-it smells delightful", Tinkles said, yelling
over Fleetwood Mac's, Never Going Back Again,
playing from the speakers of her car.
Emily, known as Tinkles, is vibrant.
During the semesters, the coldest winter days
are spent at her cozy apartment with Earl Grey
tea and sweet laughs to help lift our spirits.
Although she is graduating with a Bachelor's
Degree in Neuropsychology, she's pursuing a
career in beekeeping across the greater New
England area. She has a love for Cabot's Alpine
Cheddar Cheese, and light brown hair that rests
in the crevice of her collar bone. Her clothes
consists of warm orange tones, denim blues, and
forest greens with various patterns. The
reflection of the sky in the lenses of her glasses
compliments her soft blue eyes, slightly
squinting from her spread smile as she watches
the checkered balloon rise.

The Basket
The bottom part of the balloon which carries the
passengers, pilot, and propane gas cylinders They
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come in variety of shapes and sizes, some smaller for
the 2-3 people, and larger for 20+ public flights.
"I'm just doing my 'Dad' thing, ya know?
I'm making sure everyone's alright", Matt said
to everyone before heading into his separate tent
because he snores too loud to be sleeping in our
tent.
Matt, known as "Mousecop" for no true
reason, is the kindest soul. He was pursuing a
Bachelor's in Biology, but found his true calling
as an Elementary School teacher. He stands at
perfect posture with one leg outstretched with
his hands placed perfectly in each pocket. His
eyebrows say more than his mouth ever could,
and they're usually accompanied by a smile
slightly curved to the left with a smallest hint of
an under bite. His wardrobe consists of flat
bottom Adidas sneakers, jeans worn so much
that there's a faded square on the pocket where
his wallet resides, and a t-shirt-sometimes a
flannel in the cold if we beg him. Even though
he's the sweetest, we have National Shit On
Mousecop Day, where the cruelest jokes are
born. He takes each with a smug smile and
occasional "C'mon". Our latest is the going to
"drop a Mousecop" for his prolonged time spent
in the air field's Port-a- Potties.

Fuel Tanks
Propane gas cylinders attached to the side of the
basket that fuel the hoses and continuously fuel the
burner.
"There is negative warmth, but positive
love in this tent", Oscar said, muffled beneath
two sweatshirts while swaddled in three
blankets.
Oscar, known as "Grandpa" or
"Gramps", is the profound 'hype-man'. He is
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pursuing a degree in Communications, but is an
aspiring cartoonist with impeccable style. He
sports thrift shop gold with infectious
confidence. His love for Frank Ocean and
Beyonce has him singing in the passenger seat
with such passion that it could be a performance.
He has a deep love and worship for his mother
that is admirable, and his unique spirit
continuously keeps the group's positivity high.
His hair is cut short on the side, long on the top,
and is usually tied in a small, sprouting pony tail
or double-braided back. All of his interactions
are warm and genuine, just like his smile. He is
the king of playful banter, and his laugh is
followed by a, "Whose mans is this?" with his
hand outstretched walking in a circle of
confusion and disbelief-this happens at least
twice a day with us.

The Striker and The Rip Line
The striker is used to ignite the propane. The rip line
extends from the top of the basket and is pulled by the
pilot upon landing to deflate the envelope by opening
the vent releasing the hot air.
"It's definitely pronounced Rat-ta-tat,
and I feel sorry you went through your entire
childhood thinking differently", Korey boasted
to jon.
"I bet my life that it is pronounced Ratta-ta", Jon snapped.
"I've gotta eat my words man. You were
right", Korey laughed.
"See, I told you. But instead you wanted to act
like a cocky dick", Jon huffed, after their
argument over the correct pronunciation of a
Pokemon.
Jon, known as Jan Snugs, is passionate.
He's pursuing a degree in Business, and is an
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avid comic book collector. He's average height
with soft brown hair that rests just above his
glasses. He has six of the same camp shirts, and
his favorite band is the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
His hugs last a minimum of 45 seconds, and his
excitement is evident by a smile so large that his
chocolate brown eyes become invisible. He
keeps conversations interesting through his
extensive knowledge of childhood video games,
and brings life to every interaction.
Korey, known as "Terrific Dude", keeps
everyone at equilibrium. He stands six feet tall
with a lanky walk, crisp blue eyes, and an
infectious smile. His wardrobe consists of
Timberland boots and sweats, and he needs at
least two naps a day. He loves to be held and
snuggled, and is eager to help whoever is in
sight. His eyes widen with interest whenever he
learns something new about balloons, social
justice, or food. He laughs the hardest at his own
puns which lead the rest of us to laugh at him. ~

The Drop line
A line dropped by the pilot to the crew on the ground
when in need of assistance when landing.
"Look at how cute this picture is. I'm not
crying, you're crying", Kelbi said after gushing
over a photo of a small puppy.
Kelbi, known as "Kebli", is selfless, quiet
and kind. Her hair is caramel colored with
spirals resting just below her ears. She wears
dark brown Timberland boots, with jeans tucked
tight, and a tank top. She's pursuing a Biology
degree with a concentration in neuroscience on
the pre-med track. She's incredibly flexible from
years of extensive ballet, and dreams of living in
a small home in the middle of Vermont. Her
smile spreads from ear to ear at funny words,
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and her laugh becomes so overbearing that she is
silent with tears cascading down her cheeks
while gripping her tightened abdomen.
Whenever we travel, she's always the driver
with three CD's full of everyone' s favorite
music, and we all pack tightly in her van
screaming, "X Gone Give it to Ya", by DMX.

The Pilot
The pilot is in charge of the burner and all passengers
in the basket.
"You can move freely about the basket,
but do not touch the burner, hoses, lines, or
tanks. When landing, make sure to bend your
legs, face forward, and do not jump out until I
tell you to. Alright, here we go!", Jordan said
right before every flight.
Jordan is adventurous. He graduated this
past semester with a Bachelor degree in
Communications, but is a creative writer too.
He has bushy, curly brown hair tied back with a
bandana, bright blue eyes, and a pearl smile. He
loves Ultimate Frisbee and everyone he me~ts.
He lives in a small room in the middle of a .
museum with minimal food. He flies twice a
day-dawn and dusk. His greatest thrills come
from spontaneous exploration and cheap ice
cream. He has no real plan, and doesn't want
one either. He welcomes the unknown with a
bright smile and infinite patience. His curiosity
guides all action, and we watch with constant
anticipation of what's next.

The Burner
The engine of the hot air balloon. A burner valve is
controlled by the pilot-a powerful flame that propels
the hot air up into the envelope to make the balloon
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move upwards in air.
Tinkles, Kelbi, and I worked to organize
a group photo. Naturally, the best picture was
captured by Jordan in his crop top with the
automatic remote. Gramps is mid-roast of
Mousecop for his "classic Dad" smile that
consisted of more uncomfortable stretched lips
over a slight under bite than it did a smile.
Korey is looking directly at Gramps as opposed
to the camera mid-laugh. I am bent over on my
knees laughing while Jon has his arms spread
wide wrapped around as many of us as possible
while sticking his tongue out. Tinkles and Kelbi
lean on each other with sweet smiles.
The balloon grew four sizes in a matter
of minutes, it's color blooming across the open
field. The heat from the burner warms my bare
legs as I watch the waves ripple around the air
inside the balloon. Jordan sits perched on the
basket blasting the burner until the balloon
starts to rise. The wire cords heavy in my hands,
and I spy Korey pulling the balloon upward
through the wires. Kelbi holds the fari right by
the lip of the balloon circulating the heat.
Tinkles, Mousecop and Gramps push their
weight down on the basket as it tilts upright,
and Jon runs smiling across the airfield with the
rope toward us. One or two of us hop into the
basket with Jordan, while the rest pile into the
large van ready to chase from the ground. This
is our routine twice a day in Post Mills,
Vermont.
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"The Story My Hair Tells"
by Tatiana Dalice
acrylic on canvas
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FACT-SHUNS
by Kayla Lantos

tug-of- war on youtharms, like childplay they
try to topple you
right-left til your sockets pop and
you're left dangling limbs not sure
which animal to become
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BY THE BELL
by Matthew Donato
Bells that ring every hour on the hour are
not like other bells; they do not bring forth
sweet memories of the metallic jingle of a
gliding sleigh muted by the dense accumulation
of snowflakes or even transmit the visceral buzz
of alarm clocks, twanging in the ear drum, that
strip us away from the tranquility of sleep.
These bells ring for no special occasion, only
acting as a reminder of another hour lost to
time. Nevertheless, the current bell catching my
attention seemed to be content in its own
usefulness.
It was an unseasonably warm day for
mid-February. The sun attacked the mounds of
snow shoveled aside from a harsh winter that,
until then, seemed like an unrelenting affront to
all things warm and unhurried. The sparrows
also kept to their annual tradition of always
proclaiming the arrival of spring a bit too early.
Like a drummer boy conducting the march of an
army, they sang bringing forth all sorts of
critters across the green earth, pressed flat by the
weight of the recently melted snow.
I let the beauty of the day infiltrate my
usual business. Leaning back in my chair with a
textbook in hand, it was difficult to keep my
attention on the role of economics in European
integration. The soft breeze pulled me closer to
the open windows and seemed to suggest a seat
closer to the window. Like a maitre d' offering a
more amenable seat in the restaurant, the
warmth guided me. Opposite the window pane,
I saw friends play football and soccer. Others
walked with their feet scraping the pavement
around the campus, as if to acquire as much
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warmth as they could before returning inside.
Formations of students ate along picnic
tables. They formed groups laughing and joking
without care, as if the warmth of the day had
given them a rare kind of permission, at least for
this time of year, to coalesce with a languor that
winter usually forbade. But most peculiar of all
was the lack of textbooks, notebooks, or laptops
that usually occupy more space among dinner
tables than the meals. No one seemed willing to
give the business of their lives any importance.
Suddenly, a loud strike from the bell
tower inspired the students to break formation
around their tables. It was a melodic toll
followed by two, lonely chimes, indicating that
it was two o'clock. The potential of that day,
the capacity for enjoyment, seemed so great that
one could not listen fondly to the cry of the bell.
But they all rose up. I too, pushed back my chair
and started towards my classroom. Yes, we all
seemed to admit, the bell is stronger than we are.
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IS IT WICKED NOT TO CARE?
by Andrew Dion

When I look up from this book,
I see the summer taking speed.
I'll drop it on the mossy ground
by the jumping tree
and climb to the highest branch possible
with shaking knees to impress
and fall in.
She' s got a book, too, and it's on
how to count the gumballs in a jar
and how that translates to counting planets
in space. You know, something like a
big old equation.
The impact splashes the green scene
and, while drying off, I'll notice
how soaked my book got.
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